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Important Figures in My Life 

 
Adolescents sometimes have meaningful, important relationships with adults other than their parents or 
primary caregivers.  We would like to know if you have those types of relationships.  It is important to keep 
in mind that some adolescents have these relationships and some do not.  If you have these types of 
relationships, name the individuals and their relationship to you. [Int.: Let them name up to 5 people] Is 
there anyone else? [Int.: After all are listed, go back to first person and ask frequency of contact] 
 
Please tell me how often you come in contact with this person. [Show card 14--if TC says person is 
deceased, note that under the frequency] 
 
(Relationship: 1=aunt/uncle; 2=grandmother/grandfather; 3=stepparent; 4=minister/Sunday School, Bible 
study/religious leader; 5=coach/teacher; 6=adult friend (including a peer's parents); 7=employer; 8=other 
(specify)).  
 
(Frequency of Contact: 5= at least once every day; 4= at least once every week; 3= at least once a month; 2= a 
few times a year; 1= once or less a year) 
 
A.  Important People 

      Person’s       Relationship       Frequency of Density 
            Initials    Contact 

1.                                                                                        
2.                                                                                       

  3.                                                                                         
4.                                                                                       
5.                                                                                       

 
You’ve named        [fill in # from above].  Out of these other       [n-1] people, how many does (first person) 
know? [Int.: Put the number in the under density above--continue the how many does        know until all 
people listed are used] 
 
Which of the people you have mentioned above would you consider to be the most important person to you? 
Please choose only one of the people you have named. Person’s initials                     
 
B.  Types of Support 
Now I’d like to ask you what (use initials from above) does specifically that makes him/her so important to you.  
Please use the following scale to answer these questions. [Int.: Show card 15--insert named person in 
blanks]   (1 = never; 2= only a little; 3 = sometimes; 4= often; 5= a lot of the time) 
 
                   1.  How much does          take care of your practical needs (e.g., giving you money when you need it, 

             giving you rides places, helping you with homework, etc.)? 
 

           2.  How much do your parents take care of your practical needs? 
 

           3.  How much does          provide for your emotional needs (e.g., respects you, listens to you, cares for      
      you, understands you, etc.)? 
 

           4.  How much do your parents provide for your emotional needs? 
 
          5.  How much does          act as an advisor/mentor (e.g., provide you with guidance and advice on how to 

      handle problems, deal with your parents, give you advice about your future goals, career, etc.)? 
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          6.  How much do your parents act as advisors/mentors? 
 

 


